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0. Introduction and results
The Laplacian spectrum of a graph encodes useful information about the graph, such as the number of trees it contains,
its connectivity, diameter, genus, isoperimetric and expander properties, see [2,15,13]. Laplacian eigenfunctions are also
useful for clustering, low dimensional representation and shape modeling purposes, see [6,17] and the references therein.
For surveys on eigenfunctions of graphs, we refer to [7,14,4].
In this paper, we compute the spectral decomposition of a generalized composition of weighted graphs as a function of
the spectral decompositions of its components. This allows us to study the Laplacian spectrum and eigenfunctions of two-
level hierarchical graphs, useful to model, for instance, some computer networks. Then, we define the tree composition of
weighted graphs and study its spectral decomposition. The tree composition is a possible way of building some hierarchical
networks.
There existmanyways to build a new graph from a given collection of graphs, see Section 2.5 of [3] for instance. Published
works relating the Laplacian spectrum of the resulting graph to those of its components include the following: [18,11,12]
study the union, the complement, the join, the series connection, and the supersaturation, [5] studies the factorization,
[3,5] study the Cartesian product and the addition of an edge, and [9,8] study the connected sum and the deletion of pendant
or quasipendant vertices.
We shall use freely the following basic notations of graph theory. The vertex set of any graph G is denoted by V (G) and
its edge set by E(G). Without further specification, we consider nonempty finite simple graphs, that is E(G) is nonempty, both
V (G) and E(G) are finite sets and E(G) is a set of unordered pairs of V (G). The order of G is |V (G)|. If u and v are two distinct
vertices of G, the unordered pair {u, v} is denoted by uv or vu. If uv is an edge of G, then u and v are said to be adjacent,
denoted by u ∼ v. Aweight function on G is a positive real valued functionw defined on E(G) and theweight of an edge uv is
w(uv). The degree of a vertex u is d(u) =∑v∼uw(uv). A graphG endowedwith aweight functionw is calledweighted graph,
denoted by (G, w). Every subgraph G′ of (G, w) is endowedwith the restriction ofw to E(G′), still denoted byw. Unweighted
graphs are the special case where all the weights are equal to 1. In this case, we do not mention the weight function and for
each vertex u of G, d(u) is the number of vertices adjacent to u in G.
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The Laplacian matrix of a weighted graph (G, w) is the squarematrix LG,w indexed by V (G) such that for each two distinct
vertices u and v of G, (LG,w)u,u = d(u), (LG,w)u,v = −w(uv) if uv is an edge of G, (LG,w)u,v = 0 otherwise. The Laplacian
spectrum of (G, w) is the set of all eigenvalues of LG,w . An eigenfunction of (G, w) is an eigenfunction of its Laplacian matrix.
Later on, we will construct eigenfunctions of graphs from eigenfunctions of subgraphs. To make this task clearer, we use
the following definitions. For any graph G, the constant function on V (G)with value 1 is denoted by 1(G). The vertex space
`2(G) is the real Hilbert space of all real-valued functions on V (G), endowed with the inner product defined for every f1 and
f2 in `2(G) by 〈f1|f2〉 =∑v∈V (G) f1(v)f2(v).
The definition of a weight function does not change if G is a (strict) directed graph, that is, if E(G) is a set of ordered pairs of
V (G). The in-degree of a vertex u of a directed weighted graph (G, w) is d(u) =∑(v,u)∈E(G)w(v, u). To define the Laplacian
matrix of a directed weighted graph, replace degree by in-degree in the previous definition.
The generalized composition of graphs, introduced and studied in [16] for unweighted graphs, is based on their disjoint
union, as follows. If (G1, w1) and (G2, w2) are two weighted graphs, their disjoint union (G, w) has the disjoint union
V (G1) ∪ V (G2) as vertex set, the disjoint union E(G1) ∪ E(G2) as edge set, and the natural extension w of w1 and w2 to
E(G1)∪ E(G2) as weight function. Let (S, wS) be a weighted graph and G = {(Gu, wu); u ∈ V (S)} be a collection of weighted
graphs indexed by V (S). The generalized composition of G along (S, wS) is the weighted graph (S[G], w), obtained from the
disjoint union of the weighted graphs (Gu, wu) by adding the following edges: for each vertex x of Gu and each vertex y of
Gv , the edge xy is added with weight wS(uv) if and only if uv is an edge of S. In words, for every vertex u of S, the graph Gu
is substituted for u in S.
Let pi be the partition of the vertex set V (S[G]) into the vertex sets V (Gu), for u in V (S). It is called the almost equitable
partition. The quotient graph (S[G]pi , wpi ) of (S[G], w)with respect to pi and the characteristic matrix Ppi of the partition pi
(see Section 1 for precise definitions), are used to express the spectrum and eigenfunctions of (S[G], w).
Theorem 1. Let (S, wS) be a weighted graph, G = {(Gu, wu); u ∈ V (S)} be a collection of weighted graphs indexed by V (S)
and (S[G], w) be the generalized composition of G along (S, wS). Let u be a vertex of S and f be an eigenfunction of (Gu, wu)
orthogonal to 1(Gu) with eigenvalue λ. Then the extension of f to V (S[G]) by 0 on V (S[G]) \ V (Gu) is an eigenfunction of the
generalized composition (S[G], w)with eigenvalue λ+dpi (u), where dpi (u) is the in-degree of u in (S[G]pi , wpi ). Every remaining
eigenfunction of (S[G], w) can be written as Ppig, where g is an eigenfunction of (S[G]pi , wpi ).
Some two-level hierarchical networks can bemodeled as generalized compositions, as follows. Let (H, wH) be aweighted
graph and G = {(Gi, wi); i ∈ I} be a collection of weighted graphs indexed by a finite set I . Let {wi; i ∈ I} be a collection of
positive real numbers indexed by I . Wemodel a two-level hierarchical network by the following weighted graph (N, w). Let
(N0, w0) be the disjoint union of (H, wH) and the weighted graphs (Gi, wi), for i in I . Then, for each i in I , we choose a vertex
zi of H and for each vertex x of Gi the edge xzi is added to E(N0) with weight w(xzi) = wi independent of x. The resulting
weighted graph is (N, w). The top-level hierarchy consists of the vertices of H and the bottom-level hierarchy consists of
the vertices of the graphs Gi, for i in I .
Here is an interpretation of a two-level hierarchical network. Assume that the weighted graph (H, wH) represents a
network with hubs as vertices and that all the weighted graphs (Gi, wi) are networks with computers as vertices. The
edge sets of H and Gi, for all i in I , are electronic links. Then the graph (N, w) models the computer network where all
the computers in V (Gi) are linked in the same way to the concentrator zi in V (H).
The weighted graph (N, w) defined above is a generalized composition. Indeed, define the weighted graph (H ′, wH ′) as
follows. Consider the disjoint union of H and the graph with vertex set I and no edge, then add for each vertex i of I the
edge izi with weight wi. For each vertex u of H , letMu be the graph with vertex set {u}. It can be checked that (N, w) is the
generalized composition of the collection of weighted graphs {(Gi, wi); i ∈ I} ∪ {Mu; u ∈ V (H)} along the weighted graph
(H ′, wH ′). Let pi be the almost equitable partition {V (Gi), i ∈ I} ∪ {{u}; u ∈ V (H)} of (N, w). Let Ppi be the characteristic
matrix of the partition pi and (Npi , wpi ) the quotient graph of (N, w) with respect to pi . Hence, as a direct application of
Theorem 1:
Corollary 2. Let (H, wH) be a weighted graph, G = {(Gi, wi); i ∈ I} a collection of weighted graphs indexed by a finite set I
and (N, w) be the weighted graph defined as above. Let i be in I and f be an eigenfunction of (Gi, wi) orthogonal to 1(Gi) with
eigenvalue λ. Then the extension of f to V (N) by 0 on V (N) \ V (Gi) is an eigenfunction of (N, w)with eigenvalue λ+wi. Every
remaining eigenfunction of (N, w) can be written as Ppig, where g is an eigenfunction of the quotient graph (Npi , wpi ).
We now generalize our model to hierarchical networks. The hierarchy levels will be determined by a rooted tree. To do
so, we introduce a new operation on graphs: the tree composition.
The depth of a vertex u in a rooted tree is 0 if u is the root, the length of the unique simple path between u and the root
otherwise. A child of a vertex is a vertex adjacent to it that has greater depth. A vertexwith no child is called leaf and a vertex
that is not a leaf is called internal vertex. The set of internal vertices of a tree T is denoted by Vint(T ). If a vertex v is a child of
a vertex u, then u is called the parent of v. A vertex v is a descendant of a vertex u if u belongs to the simple path that links v
to the root. The set of all vertices at a given depth k is called the k-th level of the tree, denoted by Vk(T ). The height of a tree
is the maximum depth of its vertices.
Let G = {(Gu, wu); u ∈ V (T )} be a collection of weighted graphs, indexed by the vertices of a weighted rooted tree
(T , wT ). Say that G is T -composable if, for every internal vertex u of T ,Gu has the same order than the number of children of
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u. A T -rule r is a collection {ru; u ∈ Vint(T )} indexed by the internal vertices u of T , where ru is a bijection that maps each
child v of u to a vertex ru(v) of Gu.
The tree composition of the collection G of weighted graphs along the weighted rooted tree (T , wT ) with rule r is a
weighted graph (T {G, r}, w), obtained from the disjoint union of the weighted graphs (Gu, wu), for u in V (T ), by adding
the edge ru(v)ywith weightwT (uv), for each internal vertex u, each child v of u and each vertex y of Gv .
Our second result describes the spectrum and the eigenfunctions of some tree compositions of weighted graphs. To be
able to use almost equitable partitions, we must restrict our study to a special class of weighted rooted trees: the quasi-
spherical trees. A weighted rooted tree (T , wT ) is quasi-spherical if for every vertex u of T , the degree of u depends only on
the depth of u and if for every edge uv of T , wT (uv) depends only on the depth of u and v.
Theorem 3. Let (T , wT ) be a weighted, rooted, quasi-spherical tree. Let G = {(Gu, wu); u ∈ V (T )} be a T-composable collection
and r be a T-rule. Assume that Gu has the same order for every leaf u of T . Let (T {G, r}, w) be the tree composition of G along
(T , wT ) with rule r.
Let u be a vertex of T . If u is not the root, then every eigenfunction of (Gu, wu) that is orthogonal to 1(Gu) can be extended to
an eigenfunction of (T {G, r}, w), null on every vertex of T {G, r} which is neither u nor one of its descendants. If u is the root of
T , then every eigenfunction of (Gu, wu) can be extended to an eigenfunction of (T {G, r}, w). These extensions of eigenfunctions
of the weighted graphs (Gu, wu) yield all the eigenfunctions of (T {G, r}, w).
The tree composition (T {G, r}, w) generalizes our previous model of two-level hierarchical network, obtained if the
height of T is 1. As an example, we note that one can use tree compositions to model some computer networks, as follows.
A computer network Gv is substituted to each leaf v of T . Let u be the parent of v in T . Each vertex of Gv is linked in the same
way to a single concentrator ru(v) in V (Gu). Similarly, consider an internal vertex tk of T of depth k and its parent tk−1, where
k is a nonnegative integer. The vertices of Gtk are concentrators of level k linked in the same way to a single concentrator
rtk−1(tk) of level k − 1 in V (T ). Hence, T {G, r} is a hierarchical network whose hierarchy is determined by the underlying
rooted tree T .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we introduce almost equitable partitions and state a related
result on eigenfunctions. In Section 2 we present two lemmas on extensions of eigenfunctions. In Section 3 we deal with
two operations on graphs and related Laplacians: join and complement. We prove Theorem 1 in Section 4 and Theorem 3
in Section 5.
1. Almost equitable partitions
The definition of an almost equitable partition is introduced in [1]. Let (G, w) be a weighted graph. An almost equitable
partition of (G, w) is a non-singleton partition pi = {V1, . . . , Vk} of V (G) such that, for any distinct integers i and j which
satisfy 1 ≤ i ≤ k and 1 ≤ j ≤ k, and for any x in Vi, the sumw(j, i), defined as
w(j, i) =
∑
y∼x
y∈Vj
w(xy),
is independent of x in Vi.
Let (G, w) be a weighted graph with an almost equitable partition pi = {V1, . . . , Vk}. The quotient graph of (G, w) with
respect to pi , denoted by (Gpi , wpi ), is the directed weighted graph defined as follows:
• V (Gpi ) = pi ;
• (Vi, Vj) is an edge of Gpi if and only if i 6= j and there exist x in Vi and y in Vj such that x ∼ y;
• for each edge (Vj, Vi) of Gpi , wpi (Vj, Vi) = w(j, i).
Given a weighted graph (G, w) and an almost equitable partition pi = {V1, . . . , Vk} of (G, w), the following notations are
used. The matrix Ppi defined, for each u in V (G) and each i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, by (Ppi )u,i = 1 if u is in Vi, 0 otherwise,
is called characteristic matrix of pi . The Laplacian matrix of (Gpi , wpi ) is LpiG,w and the subspace `
2
pi (G) of `
2(G) consists of
functions which are constant on each element of pi . Finally, if f is a function in `2pi (G) with value fi on Vi, then f
pi is the
function defined on V (Gpi ) by f pi (Vi) = fi. The maps g 7→ Ppig and f 7→ f pi are reciprocal isomorphisms between `2(Gpi )
and `2pi (G).
An almost equitable partition allows to obtain eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of a graph from those of its quotient graph.
The following result is proved in [1]:
Proposition 4. Let (G, w) be a weighted graph and pi be an almost equitable partition of (G, w). Then
LG,wPpi = PpiLGpi ,wpi .
Hence, if f is an eigenfunction of (G, w) in `2pi (G) with eigenvalue λ, then f
pi is an eigenfunction of (Gpi , wpi ) with eigenvalue
λ. On the other hand, if g is an eigenfunction of (Gpi , wpi ) with eigenvalue λ, then Ppig is an eigenfunction of (G, w) with
eigenvalue λ.
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Proposition 4 implies:
Corollary 5. Let (G, w) be aweighted graph andpi be an almost equitable partition of (G, w). Then `2pi (G) admits an orthonormal
basis formed by eigenfunctions of (G, w).
Proof. Let 〈·|·〉pi be the quotient inner product defined, for every g1 and g2 in `2(Gpi ), by 〈g1|g2〉pi = 〈Ppig1|Ppig2〉. The map
g 7→ Ppig establishes an isometry from the Hilbert space (`2(Gpi ), 〈·|·〉pi ) to the Hilbert space (`2pi (G), 〈·|·〉).
According to Proposition 4, LG,wPpi = PpiLGpi ,wpi , thus the Laplacian of the directed weighted graph (Gpi , wpi ) is Hermitian
for the quotient inner product 〈·|·〉pi . Consequently, `2(Gpi ) admits an orthonormal basis formed by eigenfunctions of
(Gpi , wpi )which gives an orthonormal basis of `2pi (G) formed by eigenfunctions of (G, w). 
2. Two extension lemmas
2.1. First extension lemma
The following result was proved in [14]. Our statement highlights the eigenfunction aspect. It allows to obtain
eigenfunctions of a generalized composition of graphs or a tree composition of graphs fromeigenfunctions of its components.
Lemma 6. Let (G, w) be a weighted graph and let H be an induced subgraph of G. Let X be the set of vertices in V (G) \ V (H)
that are adjacent to at least one vertex of H. Assume that each vertex u in X is adjacent to all the vertices of H, with edges having
the same weight wu. If f is an eigenfunction of (H, w) orthogonal to 1(H) with eigenvalue λ, then its extension to V (G) by 0 on
V (G) \ V (H) is an eigenfunction of (G, w) with eigenvalue λ+∑u∈X wu.
Proof. Let f be an eigenfunction of (H, w) orthogonal to 1(H)with eigenvalue λ and let fG be its extension to V (G) by 0 on
V (G) \ V (H).
For each vertex u of H ,
LG,wfG(u) =
∑
v∼u
v∈V (H)
w(uv)(fG(u)− fG(v))+
∑
v∈X
wv(fG(u)− fG(v))
= λfG(u)+
(∑
v∈X
wv
)
fG(u).
For each vertex u in X ,
LG,wfG(u) = −
∑
v∈V (H)
wufG(v) = 0.
Finally, for each vertex u in V (G) \ (V (H) ∪ X), LG,wfG(u) = 0. 
2.2. Second extension lemma
Lemma 7 presented here is needed for the proof of Theorem 3; it might be of independent interest.
For any vertex u of a graph G, let δu be the square matrix indexed by V (G)whose entries are null except the entry (u, u)
which is 1.
Let (G, wG) be a weighted graph. For each vertex u of G, let (Hu, wu) be a weighted graph with a distinguished vertex
u˜. Consider the weighted graph (K , w) obtained from the disjoint union of the weighted graphs (Hu, wu), by adding the
following edges: for each uv in E(G), the edge u˜v˜ is added to E(K)with weightwG(uv).
Lemma 7. Let λ be a real number and Lu(λ) be the matrix indexed by V (Hu) and defined by
Lu(λ) = LHu,wu + λδu˜.
Assume that the matrices Lu(λ), for u in V (G), have a common eigenvalue µ. Assume, furthermore, that for each vertex u of G
there exists an eigenfunction of Lu(λ) with eigenvalue µ that does not vanish at u˜. Then, each eigenfunction of (G, wG) can be
extended to an eigenfunction of (K , w).
Proof. Let λ be an eigenvalue of (G, wG) and f be an associated eigenfunction. Letµ be a common eigenvalue of thematrices
Lu(λ), for u in V (G). Let u be a vertex of G and f u be an eigenfunction of Lu(λ)with eigenvalue µ such that f u(u˜) 6= 0.
Without loss of generality, it can be assumed that f u(u˜) = f (u). Define the function fK on V (K) by fK (v) = f u(v), for
every u in V (G) and every v in V (Hu). Hence, for each u in V (G), fK (u˜) = f (u).
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For any vertex u in V (G),
LK ,wfK (u˜) =
∑
v∼u˜
v∈V (Hu)
w(u˜v)(fK (u˜)− fK (v))+
∑
v∼u
v∈V (G)
w(u˜v˜)(fK (u˜)− fK (v˜))
=
∑
v∼u˜
v∈V (Hu)
wu(u˜v)(f u(u˜)− f u(v))+
∑
v∼u
v∈V (G)
wG(uv)(f (u)− f (v))
= LHu,wu f u(u˜)+ λf (u).
Hence,
LK ,wfK (u˜) = Lu(λ)f u(u˜) = µf u(u˜) = µfK (u˜).
For any vertex v in V (Hu) distinct from u˜,
LK ,wfK (v) = LHu,wu f u(v) = Lu(λ)f u(v) = µf u(v) = µfK (v).
Consequently, fK is an eigenfunction of (K , w)with eigenvalue µ. 
3. Particular cases
Here are two particular caseswhich illustrate the use of Theorem1. Both results have partly been proved by Kel’mans [11,
12], but the author did not mention the eigenfunction aspect. Proposition 8 belongs probably to folklore and Proposition 9
was proved by Gutman in [10], without using generalized composition.
For every positive integer n, let Kn be the complete unweighted graph with n vertices.
3.1. Join
The join G1 ∗ G2 of two unweighted graphs G1 and G2 is the unweighted graph obtained from the disjoint union of G1
and G2 by adding every edge {u, v} such that u is a vertex of G1 and v is a vertex of G2. Hence, G1 ∗ G2 is the generalized
composition K2[G1,G2].
Proposition 8. Let G1 and G2 be two unweighted graphs of orders n1 and n2 respectively. The function with value n2 on G1 and
−n1 on G2 is an eigenfunction of G1 ∗G2 with eigenvalue n1+n2. The remaining eigenfunctions of G1 ∗G2 are 1(G1 ∗G2) and the
extensions of eigenfunctions of G1 or G2, obtained as follows. If f is an eigenfunction of G1 orthogonal to 1(G1) with eigenvalue
λ, then the extension of f to V (G1 ∗ G2) by 0 on V (G2) is an eigenfunction of G1 ∗ G2 with eigenvalue λ + n2. The same result
holds for G2.
3.2. Complement
The complement G of an unweighted graphG is the unweighted graph such that V (G) = V (G) and E(G) is the complement
of E(G).
Let G be a graph and let G1, . . . ,Gk be its connected components. The complement G is obtained from the disjoint union
of the graphs Gi by joining any vertex of Gi to any vertex of Gj, for i 6= j. In other words, G is the generalized composition
Kk[G1, . . . ,Gk].
Proposition 9. Let G be an unweighted graph of order n. If f is an eigenfunction of G with eigenvalue λ and orthogonal to 1(G),
then f is an eigenfunction of G with eigenvalue n− λ.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
Let u be a vertex of S and f be an eigenfunction of (Gu, wu) orthogonal to 1(Gu)with eigenvalueλ. Let fS[G] be the extension
of f to V (S[G]) by 0 on V (S[G]) \ V (Gu). If x is a vertex of Gu, then
LS[G],wfS[G](x) =
∑
v∼u
v∈V (S)
∑
y∈V (Gv)
wS(uv)(fS[G](x)− fS[G](y))+
∑
y∼x
y∈V (Gu)
wu(xy)(fS[G](x)− fS[G](y))
= dpi (u)fS[G](v)+ λfS[G](v).
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If v is a vertex of S adjacent to u and if x is a vertex of Gv , then
LS[G],wfS[G](x) =
∑
y∼x
y∈V (Gu)
wS(uv)(fS[G](x)− fS[G](y))+
∑
t∼v
t∈V (S)\{u}
∑
y∈V (Gt )
wS(vt)(fS[G](x)− fS[G](y))
+
∑
y∼x
y∈V (Gv)
wv(xy)(fS[G](x)− fS[G](y)).
Hence,
LS[G],wfS[G](x) = −wS(uv)
∑
y∈V (Gu)
fS[G](y) = 0.
If v is a vertex of S that is not adjacent to u and if x is a vertex of Gv , then
LS[G],wfS[G](x) =
∑
t∼v
t∈V (S)\{u}
∑
y∈V (Gz )
wS(vt)(fS[G](x)− fS[G](y)) = 0.
Therefore, any eigenfunction of (Gu, wu) orthogonal to 1(Gu) with eigenvalue λ gives by extension an eigenfunction of
(S[G], w) with eigenvalue λ + dpi (u). In this way,∑u∈V (S)(nu − 1) eigenfunctions are obtained, where nu is the order of
Gu. There remains to find |V (S)| eigenfunctions.
The set {V (Gu); u ∈ V (S)} is an almost equitable partition of (S[G], w). According to Corollary 5, there exists an
orthonormal collection of eigenfunctions of (S[G], w) constant on each set V (Gu), for u in V (S). These eigenfunctions are
orthogonal to the eigenfunctions of (S[G], w) obtained by extension of eigenfunctions of (Gu, wu) orthogonal to 1(Gu), for
u in V (S). The proof is complete. 
5. Proof of Theorem 3
Before proving Theorem 3, we state a lemma on those eigenfunctions of quasi-spherical trees which are constant on each
level.
Lemma 10. If (T , wT ) is a quasi-spherical tree with root %, then for every real number λ there exists an eigenfunction of
LT ,wT + λδ% , constant on each level of T , that does not vanish at %.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 5.
Let h be the height of T . The set of levels pi = {V0(T ), V1(T ), . . . , Vh(T )} of T is an almost equitable partition of (T , wT ).
The quotient graph (Tpi , wpiT )with vertex set pi is a directed weighted path with h+ 1 vertices and `2pi (T ) is the subspace of
`2(T ) consisting of functions which are constant on each level.
For every real number λ,
(LT ,wT + λδ%)Ppi = Ppi (LTpi ,wpiT + λδV0(T )).
Hence, if λ is a real number and f a function in `2pi (T ), then f is an eigenfunction of LT ,wT + λδ% if and only if f pi is an
eigenfunction of LTpi ,wpiT + λδV0(T ). The matrix LTpi ,wpiT + λδV0(T ) is Hermitian for the quotient inner product associated to pi ,
a fact which completes the proof. 
Now, we prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. For any vertex u of T , the order of Gu depends only on the depth of u, since (T , wT ) is quasi-spherical
and Gu has the same order for every leaf u of T . The order of Gu is denoted by nk, where k is the depth of u. Denote by h the
height of T .
Let u be an internal vertex of T of depth k and f be an eigenfunction of (Gu, wu) orthogonal to 1(Gu) with eigenvalue
λ. Let Tu be the subgraph of T induced by u and its descendants, Gu be the Tu-composable collection of weighted graphs
{(Gv, wv); v ∈ V (Tu)} and ru be the Tu-rule {rv; v ∈ Vint(Tu)} obtained by restriction of the T -rule r . The function f can be
extended to an eigenfunction of the tree composition (Tu{Gu, ru}, w), as follows.
Let v be a child of u and Mv be the graph with vertex set {ru(v)}. Let Tu,v be the subgraph of Tu induced by u, v and the
descendants of v. Then
Gu,v = Mv ∪ {(Gt , wt); t ∈ V (Tu,v) \ {u}}
is a Tu,v-composable collection and the restriction ru,v of ru to Tu,v defined by ru,v = {rt; t ∈ Vint(Tu,v)} is a Tu,v-rule.
Consider the tree composition (Qv, w), whereQv = Tu,v{Gu,v, ru,v}. Then,
γv = {ru(v)} ∪ {V (Gt); t ∈ V (Tu,v) \ {u}}
is an almost equitable partition of (Qv, w). Furthermore, the quotient graph (Q
γv
v , w
γv ), rooted at {ru(v)}, is a quasi-spherical
tree. According to Lemma 10, there exists an eigenfunction of LQγvv ,wγv + λδ{ru(v)}, constant on each level of Qγvv , that does
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not vanish at {ru(v)}. Hence, there exists an eigenfunction of LQv ,w + λru(v), constant on each set {V (Gt); t ∈ Vj(Tu,v)}, for
0 ≤ j ≤ h− k, that does not vanish at ru(v).
Since (T , wT ) is a quasi-spherical tree, the matrix LQγvv ,wγv + λδ{ru(v)} depends only on u. Hence, according to Lemma 7,
the function f can be extended to an eigenfunction of (Tu{Gu, ru}, w). Now, according to Lemma 6, the extension of f to
V (T {G, r}) by 0 on V (T {G, r}) \V (Tu{Gu, ru}) is an eigenfunction of (T {G, r}, w). Hence, for each internal vertex u of T , each
eigenfunction of (Gu, wu) orthogonal to 1(Gu) can be extended to an eigenfunction of (T {G, r}, w).
If u is a leaf of T and f an eigenfunction of (Gu, wu) orthogonal to 1(Gu), then Lemma 6 applies and f can be extended to
an eigenfunction of (T {G, r}, w).
Finally, the set {V (Gt); t ∈ V (T )} is an almost equitable partition of (T {G, r}, w). According to Corollary 5, there exist
|V (T )| eigenfunctions of (T {G, r}, w) constant on each set V (Gt), for t in V (T ). These eigenfunctions are orthogonal to the
eigenfunctions of (T {G, r}, w) previously obtained by extension of eigenfunctions of (Gu, wu) orthogonal to 1(Gu), for u in
V (T ).
The number of eigenfunctions obtained with the previous reasoning is
|V (T )| +
h∑
k=0
(nk − 1)|Vk(T )| =
h∑
k=0
nk|Vk(T )| = |T {G, r}|.
Hence, the proof is complete. 
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